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Email: dobsfury@hotmail.com



Our address in Akyaka is

Villa Serin
Mustafa Uyanik Sokak no.7

Akyaka

Transfers from the lovely new Dalaman Airport are carried out by Mepar Tours. Any
problems and to confirm your return journey contact Erhan on 00 9 05322 735 059 (or
go into the Mepar Tours shop). You will be met at the airport with a sign saying “Mepar
Tours”. Transfer money to be paid directly to Mepar Tours when you get there.

In case of emergencies only contact Ann Marie on 009 05 3557 13076

Ann Marie is English but is a Turkish resident and lives in the big white house opposite.

Visa
You will need a £10 visa which you get at Dalaman airport. Make sure you have a crisp
£10 note ready in your passport for each person including children. The visa is valid for
three months (just in case you want to go back!). You need to get your visa before
going through passport control.

Airport
You will need a 1 Euro or £1 coin to get a trolley. There is a duty free shop before you
go through “customs”, which is a good place to buy cigarettes and bottles of spirits. It is
much cheaper than the UK. Locally, cigarettes are cheap but only Turkish and
American brands are sold, with American brands being premium. Still a lot cheaper than
UK though!

Money
The exchange rate can be a bit erratic, but you are better off changing money locally.
There are now a number of cash points in the village which accept Maestro and Credit
Cards with your security PIN. If you get stuck, you can also change Sterling at most of
the restaurants on the beach or the reception of the Hotel Yucelen (at the end of the
beach).
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Gas
The hot water for both upstairs and down runs off the gas bottle in the upstairs
bathroom.
Make sure the gas connector is connected to the gas bottle and it is switched on. Turn
the boiler on by pushing the little green button on the control panel. The flow and heat
dials on the panel have been set and should not need to be touched. The boiler fires up
once you turn the hot water on. We generally only use the boiler for baths and showers
and turn the boiler off once finished. The Turks, for some reason, do not vent their
boilers but we have recently installed a vent, although this has not been boxed in yet.
We tend to leave the bathroom window open as well, just as a precaution.

The cooker downstairs also runs off a gas bottle.

If you run out of gas you can order a new bottle from the Aygaz man at the top of the
village and he will deliver. Go to the top of the road, where the shops are turn left and
left again (near butchers!)

Water/ electricity
There are water/ power cuts sometimes. Don’t worry they don’t normally last very long
just chill out and have an Efes (local beer)! For some reason the favourite time to cut
the water is between 6pm and 9pm just when you might want to have a shower before
going out!  If this happens, you can have a quick rinse off in the downstairs shower with
the water that is left in the system! Also the tap in the kitchen tends to drip please turn
to the left and it will stop! Tap water is perfectly safe to brush your teeth with, boil for
tea etc but we wouldn’t recommend that you drink it. Bottled water is pretty cheap so
probably not worth taking the risk! We buy a large 20 litre bottle of water from the
Aygaz man (yes he also delivers bottled water!) for 4TL.

Bins
The dustmen collect from outside the house once a day around 10pm at night. Empty
the bins regularly to stop smells, but don’t put the rubbish outside until the evening.
They also have a recycled collection on Monday and Friday.

Toilets
Please do NOT put toilet paper in the toilet! Due to different pipe sizes the Turkish
plumbing system can’t cope with large amounts of toilet paper. There are little bins next
to the toilets for your toilet paper. Save the small carrier bags from the shop for bin
liners!



Markets
There is a local fresh food market every day for vegetables etc with the main market
every Wednesday which includes clothes etc. The market is within easy walking
distance – 5 minutes, and well worth a visit. There are big markets in both Mugla and
Marmaris every Thursday. Gokova (the next village) market is on a Saturday.

Shops/ Bars/ Restaurants
The village: turn right out of the house, at the t-junction turn left and you will see the
main road of the village at the top. The shops here sell everything you need. We tend to
use the one on the corner on the left. Straight ahead of you is the Ati bar, which we can
highly recommend!!
Turn left - and you will find the Mepar Tours shop on your left. A little further on your
right is the Kristal restaurant (excellent pides -Turkish pizzas and they do takeaways!). If
you keep walking down this road (past the school and the gendarme) you will find the
post office on your left and the market on your right.
Turn right – and walking up the hill you will find 2 small, but very good, new

supermarkets on your right. Wine is relatively expensive but the local beer (Efes) is
good and cold! There is also another supermarket near the beach (by the Golden Roof
restaurant).

The beach:  take the road opposite the house into the pine forest. Turn left down the hill
and right at the bottom. Turn left at the t-junction and here are another selection of
cafes/ shops etc. There is a big café straight ahead of you (good kebabs!). If you want
to get to the beach turn right there and then take the road on the left. On the beach the
best places are the Sikidam, Ramons and the Feron. For a great cheap lunch try the
fish boats along the harbour-fresh fish or meatball sandwiches-yummy!

River Restaurants
Akyaka is famous for its fish restaurants that line the river as you enter the village.
These are excellent and well worth going to as a special treat. Turn left out of the house
turn left at the end of the road and keep walking - About 10 minutes. Once you get to
the river restaurants just find one that takes your fancy. We like the Cennet, where you
sit on an island in the river. (see map)

Swimming Pool
The Idyma Hotel opposite the house on the corner has a lovely pool with sun beds.
They open the pool up for free but request that you buy all drinks and food from the pool
bar and restaurant and do not take your own food and drink.  This is a great place to
chill out as it is usually almost empty. Only open in high season.



Beach
The beach is a Blue Flag sandy beach with a shallow rake so ideal for children. It is run
by the local council who provide the beach beds.  These will cost you 2 lira per bed per
day.  Each restaurant/bar has its ‘patch’ of beach and provide beach bed cushions free
of charge.  We usually use the Sikidam or the Yagmur.   The restaurants have waiters
who will bring drinks/food to the beach for you, run a tab, and then you settle up at the
end of the day.  If you want to return to the beach the next day, ask one of the
restaurant staff to save you beach beds.  The beach is generally much busier at the
weekend when the local Turks head for the surf!

Buses
The local dolmus is a good way to get around very cheaply. For Mugla you can wait at
the roundabout opposite the Ati bar but for Marmaris it is better to go to the main bus
stop in the village (you pass it on your way to the beach).

Taxis
There is a taxi rank at the top of the village and by the beach. If they don’t have a meter
make sure you agree a price. Taxis aren’t particularly cheap.

Car hire
If you fancy exploring and feel brave enough to dodge the Turkish drivers hiring a car
for a few days is a good way to get off the beaten track. We have struck a deal with
Mepar Tours so go in there and say you’re staying in our house and they will give you a
discount. For ideas on day trips see www.akyaka.com Also worth doing is a boat trip!

Mosquitoes
There are lots of mosquitoes in the high season so beware! Spray yourself liberally
before you go out at night. All our windows and doors have fly screens just make sure
you keep them closed!

Garden
We’d be grateful if you watered the garden. Don’t worry it’s not that big and mainly
paved. There is a hose pipe and tap near the front gate.  It is best to water the garden
first thing in the morning, or ideally in the evening.  Please use any of the herbs in the
garden.

www.akyaka.com


Appliances
Washing machine and dishwasher: fairly self explanatory just like models here. Both of
these machines run from cold water and have their own internal heating elements, so
you do not have to have the boiler on.
Fridge/Freezer:  There is a large fridge/freezer in the main kitchen.  Please ensure that
when you leave there are no items left in the fridge that could rot.
Microwave:  There is a small turn dial microwave in the main kitchen.
Iron: There is an iron and ironing board on the ground floor.
Hair Dryer:  There is a hair dryer in the master bedroom.
TV: We have a TV just to play DVDs (there is a big selection in the house). Turn the TV
onto channel 0 then press the AV button. The DVD remote will work as normal.
Air conditioning: turn it on and select temperature you want. Please don’t leave it on
when you go out as it doesn’t take long to cool down and as you can imagine uses a lot
of electricity!
Spare light bulbs, tools and candles can be found in the drawers of the utility area on
the ground floor.

Doctors
Of course we hope that you don’t get ill but our local doctors and chemists (see map)
are very good and speak English, in fact one doctor is so nice he’s worth getting ill for!
The main hospital in Marmaris is very clean and modern.

Terrain
Akyaka is quite hilly. Wearing high heels out to dinner isn’t a good idea!! A lot of the
restaurants will run you home after dinner-just ask!  Also there is a taxi rank near the
beach  if you need a lift home!

Going Home
Your taxi/transfer will collect you from the house. Pop into Mepar Tours to arrange your
return time. Also Dalaman airport is very expensive so bring your own drinks/snacks!

Finally…….
Villa Serin is our family home which we hope our friends will enjoy as much as we do.
Please feel free to use items in the kitchen but if you finish anything please replace it
(this applies to things like toilet paper etc). Accidents happen so if something is broken
please try to replace it or let us know so that we can sort it out.  We do ask that you
leave the house clean and tidy as you would expect to find it.

ENJOY YOUR STAY!!



Villa Serin

Ground floor
1 x double bedroom downstairs with ensuite shower room
Small chest of drawers
Sofa
Utility room with washing machine

Downstairs large cupboard with books, beach towels, games, toys etc

1st floor
Large lounge with 2 x sofas and 2 x armchairs
Coffee table
Nest of tables
TV and DVD player (selection of dvds and CDs)
A/C

Kitchen
Fully equipped kitchen with full cooker/oven, dishwasher, fridge/freezer, microwave
Leading onto large balcony with bench, table and chairs

2nd floor
1 x double with balcony (large wardrobe and drawers) A/C
1 x bunk beds with extra day bed and balcony (wardrobe and small chest of drawers)
A/C
Family bathroom (bath with shower over)

All linen and towels are provided, though please do not take the towels from the house
onto the beach! If you do forget your beach towels we do have some in the cupboard on
the ground floor.

Children: there is a travel cot and stairs gates on the main lounge stairs. All balconies
are safe but we recommend that you supervise small children at all times. All doors
leading onto balconies can be locked. There is also a microwave steam steriliser in the
kitchen.


